INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Gene conversions are the exchange of genetic information between two genes which are initiated by a double-strand break in one gene (acceptor) followed by the repair of this gene through the copying of the sequence of a similar gene (donor). This process has important implications for the evolution of an organism. On the one hand, gene conversion between genes can lead to homogenization of these genes, thus preventing their divergence and leading to evolutionary conservation of the genes. On the other hand, gene conversion between alleles can lead to increased polymorphism and genetic diversity.

The X-chromosome (along with the Y-chromosome) plays an important role in sex determination in humans and other mammals. It contains many genes that are important for reproduction, such as genes that are testis specific ([@B1]). In addition it also contains an abundance of genes that are linked to mental development and cognitive ability ([@B2],[@B3]) and is considered highly conserved in size, gene content and gene order ([@B4]). The X-chromosome contains a disproportionately high number of Mendelian diseases. A summary lists 168 diseases explained by 113 X-linked genes ([@B1]) and a recent search through OMIM listed 1049 inheritable disorders that originated from the X-chromosome ([@B5]). This large number is explained through the fact that males only have one X-chromosome and thus males express recessive phenotypes, which is in many cases the disease-causing phenotype.

Many occurrences of gene conversion between genes on the X-chromosome have been reported. A well-studied gene conversion is the one that occurs between *OPN1LW* and *OPN1MW*, the red and green opsin genes, respectively. These genes are located only 24 kb apart from each other and a gene conversion between the two can lead to a type of color blindness also known as blue cone monochromacy ([@B6],[@B7]). Additionally, analysis of *OPN1LW* has revealed a large amount of alleles created through gene conversions on exon 3 ([@B8]). Another interesting gene conversion was discovered between the genes *Pgk* and *Pdha* ([@B9]). These genes are both located on the X-chromosome but are not tandemly arranged, as is the case with the majority of gene conversions. Instead they are in 'widely separated chromosome locations'. The authors hypothesize the occurrence of two major recombination (i.e. gene conversion) events: one near the placental--marsupial split and one near the primate--rodent split.

Gene conversions on the X-chromosome have been shown to be linked with genetic diseases and disorders. For instance, intrachromosomal gene conversions occurring on intron 1 or 22 of the *F8* gene lead to sequence inversion ([@B10]), which in turn leads to severe hemophilia A. The gene family *SPANX* (which consists of five genes) owes its high amount of diversity to gene conversions ([@B11],[@B12]). This high amount of variation leads to haplotypes with an increased susceptibility to prostate cancer.

Due to the importance of the X-chromosome and the amount of important gene conversions discovered on it, we undertook a wide-scale analysis of the X-chromosome in order to identify more gene conversions. Starting with known gene families (as gene conversions typically occur between duplicated genes), we attempt to identify gene conversions through a variety of methods, including using the existing programs designed for identification of gene conversion and combining phylogenetic tree analyses with evidence of gene physical linkage. Our results show the limitations of existing software for gene conversion prediction, and the need to incorporate a variety of information to increase the resolution of gene conversion detection.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

We selected the human (*Homo sapiens*), mouse (*Mus musculus*), rat (*Rattus norvegicus*), chimpanzee (*Pan troglodytes*) and rhesus monkey (*Macaca mulatta*) genomes for our X-chromosome gene conversion analysis. We selected these genomes because they are relatively well-studied and well-annotated. Furthermore, this set of genomes allows us to draw conclusions based on biological order, i.e. primates versus. rodents.

Gene conversions typically occur between genes that have a high level of sequence similarity and are a major mechanism of concerted evolution within gene families. Since our focus is on gene conversions between genes on the X chromosome, we started our search with gene families that are located on the X-chromosome. We used PANTHER ([@B13]), a gene family database that combines sequence similarity information with expert knowledge on protein function to cluster genes into families.

This database provides us with gene families that are similar in both function and sequence, allowing us assessment about the functional importance of any potential gene conversions. The only shortcoming with using the PANTHER database is that it only has gene families for the human, mouse and rat genomes.

After extracting only those families that have the majority of their genes on the X-chromosome, we picked those subfamilies that contained at least two genes in humans. We then used three approaches to find orthologs of these genes in other species. The first method of establishing orthology is by examining genes that are in the same subfamily in another species (this is limited to mouse and rat genes). The second method utilized listings of orthologs from Evola ([@B14]), HomoloGene ([@B5]), and Ensembl ([@B15]), which allowed us to include chimpanzee and rhesus monkey genes. The third method was through selection of genes that have the same name as those original human genes in the other species. This method was used because orthology can be obscured through concerted evolution.

The coding sequences of the gene families were aligned using the alignments of protein sequences. Pairwise distance matrices were computed using the HKY model ([@B16]). Phylogenetic trees were constructed using the neighbor-joining method with 1000 bootstraps in Phylip ([@B17]). Gene conversions were then identified by visually inspecting all the trees. Instances of genes grouped with other genes within the same species (or the same biological order) instead of with their known orthologs were marked as having gene conversions. These genes were so marked because the hypothesis is that gene conversions have kept these sequences more similar to each other within the species due to gene conservation and concerted evolution.

In order to determine that these genes are orthologs and not paralogs, we also established synteny for these genes across the species. The physical locations of these genes were retrieved from Ensembl. We included genes around and between those genes exhibiting conversions. Figures of this synteny provide visual evidence that the orthologous genes are located in the same syntenic regions across all species, thus providing evidence for their conservation across these species.

To provide additional evidence of gene conversions, we used two programs that are designed to identify genetic recombination. The first program is GENECONV which is a program specifically designed to identify gene conversions ([@B18]). It identifies highly similar sequence subsets within a set of aligned sequences and then determines their statistical significance by computing a global *P*-value and a local *P*-value. In addition, it lists data such as the length and location of these subsets (which we list as the gene conversion lengths in [Tables 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Those with low *P*-values (the default is \<0.05) are considered to be indicative of gene conversion events. As global *P*-value is calculated based on consideration of all sequences in the alignments, as opposed to the pairwise *P*-value, which is based on consideration of only the pair of sequences of interest, global comparison is considered to be a more conservative method than pairwise ([@B18]). Table 1.Global GENECONV *P*-valuesFamilyGene 1Gene 2Sim *P*-valueKA *P*-valueGC LengthPTHR14754RN_TCEAL5RN_TCEAL30.00000.00000313MM_Tceal5MM_Tceal60.00000.00000244MM_Tceal5MM_Tceal30.00000.00000222HS_TCEAL5HS_TCEAL60.00640.03491130PT_TCEAL5PT_TCEAL60.00650.03537140PTHR19860:SF2PT_WDR40CPT_WDR40B0.00890.0262874PTHR19818:SF18MM_ZxdbMM_Zxda0.00000.000002107PT_ZXDBPT_ZXDA0.00000.00018456HS_ZXDBHS_ZXDA0.00010.00022462 Table 2.Pairwise GENECONV *P*-valuesFamilyGene 1Gene 2Sim *P*-valueKA *P*-valueGC LengthPTHR14754HS_TCEAL5HS_TCEAL60.00010.00063130PT_TCEAL5PT_TCEAL60.00060.0009295HS_TCEAL6HS_TCEAL30.01730.03593141MM_Tceal5MM_Tceal30.00000.00000124MM_Tceal5MM_Tceal60.00000.00000244PTHR19860:SF2PT_WDR40CPT_WDR40B0.00070.0007374HS_WDR40BHS_WDR40C0.00730.0101955MM_Wdr40cMM_Wdr40b0.00780.0112930PTHR11708:SF146PT_RAB40APT_RAB40AL0.01090.02073103PTHR12629HS_NUDT11HS_NUDT100.01580.09260228RN_Nudt10RN_Nudt110.00150.24290495MM_Nudt11MM_Nudt100.02880.19226395PTHR15503MM_Cxx1cMM_Cxx1a0.04200.05943136MM_Cxx1cMM_Cxx1b0.03640.05324136PTHR19818:SF18HS_ZXDBHS_ZXDA0.00000.00001462PT_ZXDBPT_ZXDA0.00000.00000456MM_ZxdbMM_Zxda0.00000.000001184

The second program is Partimatrix ([@B19]). Partimatrix takes a set of aligned sequences and then partitions it into subsets of one or more sequences that are equivalent to branches in a phylogenetic tree. Each partition is then given a support score for a recombination event having occurred between the sequences sharing this partition. This support score is balanced with a conflict score that indicates the uniqueness of this partition. Partitions with a high support score and low conflict score provide evidence for a gene conversion event.

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

Altogether, we identified seven gene families that exhibit signs of gene conversions. They are (using the PANTHER IDs): PTHR14754, PTHR19860:SF2, PTHR11431:SF14, PTHR11708:SF146, PTHR12629, PTHR15503 and PTHR19818:SF18. In the following sections, we show the results of gene conversion analyses for each of these families.

PTHR14754
---------

This family is referred to as 'Transcription Elongation Factor A' and the protein products of these genes are involved in mRNA transcription elongation.

[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the phylogeny of the human *TCEAL3*, *TCEAL5* and *TCEAL6* genes and their orthologs across the other four species. Again, we have an example of gene conversions occurring within biological order (primates and rodents), as the mouse and rat genes are more similar to each other, and the human/chimpanzee/rhesus genes show a similar pattern. Within mouse there may even be a stronger level of gene conversion between *TCEAL3* and *TCEAL6*; however, we were unable to identify *TCEAL6* in the rat genome. Figure 1.PTHR14754 phylogenetic tree.

[Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows the locations of these genes together with upstream and/or downstream neighboring genes in human and mouse (other species show similar information and for brevity are not shown here). However, we can see strong evidence for gene conservation across these species in both figures. Figure 2.PTHR14754 synteny.

GENECONV global analysis revealed gene conversion between *TCEAL3* and *TCEAL5* in the rat genome, between *TCEAL5* and *TCEAL6* in the mouse genome, between *TCEAL3* and *TCEAL5* in the mouse genome, between *TCEAL5* and *TCEAL6* in the human genome and between *TCEAL5* and *TCEAL6* in the chimpanzee genome ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The length of converted regions in these gene conversions range from 140 bp to 313 bp. The GENECONV pairwise analysis shows similar results ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). The primary difference is that the pairwise analysis detected an additional gene conversion between *TCEAL3* and *TCEAL6* in the human genome, and did not detect any conversion between *TCEAL3* and *TCEAL5* in the rat genome. Partimatrix analysis shows high support scores and low conflict scores for mouse *TCEAL3*, *TCEAL5* and *TCEAL6*, suggesting gene conversion between these three genes in the mouse genome ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). Similarly, according to the Partimatrix analysis, rat *TCEAL3* and *TCEAL5* and human *TCEAL3* and *TCEAL6* appear to have undergone gene conversion. Table 3.Partimatrix valuesFamilyGene combinationSupport scoreConflict scorePTHR14754MM_Tceal5/MM_Tceal3/MM_Tceal6/RN_Tceal5/RN_Tceal359.52.53MM_Tceal5/RN_Tceal535.50.64MM_Tceal3/MM_Tceal6/RN_Tceal335.01.60HS_TCEAL5/PT_TCEAL5/MM_Tceal5/RN_Tceal534.53.35HS_TCEAL5/PT_TCEAL513.00.11HS_TCEAL6/HS_TCEAL3/PT_TCEAL6/RM_TCEAL611.50.77PTHR19860:SF2MM_Wdr40C/RN_RGD1560768/MM_Wdr40b/RN_RGD156387382.52.02MM_Wdr40b/RN_RGD156387375.50.80MM_Wdr40C/RN_RGD156076847.51.22HS_WDR40B/PT_WDR40B44.50.46HS_WDR40B/PT_WDR40B/HS_WDR40C/RM_WDR40C20.02.27PTHR11431:SF14MM_EG436193/RN_RGD156316144.01.09MM_EG436193/RN_RGD1563161/MM_FTHL1735.01.93HS_FTHL19/RM_FTHL1916.50.59MM_EG436193/RN_RGD1563161/PT_FTHL1913.03.03MM_FTHL17/MM_EG43619310.53.05HS_FTHL17/PT_FTHL17/RM_FTHL1710.00.43PTHR11708:SF146HS_RAB40A/PT_RAB40A/RM_RAB40A21.02.28HS_RAB40A/PT_RAB40A7.51.40PTHR12629RN_Nudt10/RN_Nudt11/MM_Nudt10/MM_Nudt1153.01.05PTHR15503MM_Ldoc1/RN_Ldoc1/HS_LDOC123.00.95MM_Ldoc1/RN_Ldoc1/HS_LDOC1/PT_LDOC119.01.57MM_Ldoc1/RN_Ldoc116.00.44MM_Cxx1a/MM_Cxx1b/MM_Cxx1c/RN_LOC678880/RN_LOC67903812.51.09PTHR19818:SF18MM_Zxda/MM_Zxdb/RN_Zxdb274.51.90MM_Zxda/MM_Zxdb117.51.23HS_ZXDA/PT_ZXDA20.01.41HS_ZXDA/PT_ZXDA/HS_ZXDB/PT_ZXDA15.03.07MM_Zxda/RN_Zxdb14.05.48HS_ZXDA/PT_ZXDA/RM_ZXDA13.52.87HS_ZXDB/PT_ZXDA10.00.18

PTHR19860:SF2
-------------

This family contains the human *WDR40B* and *WDR40C* genes and their orthologs across the other species. These genes are part of the WD repeat protein family and thought to be involved in a variety of cellular processes, such as cell-cycle progression, signal transduction, apoptosis and gene regulation ([@B5]).

The phylogenetic tree for these genes is shown in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. The predicted rat genes are presumably the equivalent orthologs of *WDR40B* and *WDR40C* as they are within the same subfamily in PANTHER. This is further supported by the high similarity between these genes and the corresponding mouse genes. An ortholog of *WDR40B* was not found in the rhesus monkey. [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} suggests evidence for gene conversion between biological orders. The rodents (mouse and rat) genes are more similar to each other than to their orthologs in the primates (human, chimpanzee and rhesus). This gives rise to the hypothesis that these genes have maintained similarity within their order in an effort to conserve their sequences. Evidence of gene conversion is further strongly supported by the synteny information of these genes. A figure of the synteny for this family can be seen in the [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp421/DC1). All genes of interest are located on the negative strand and are spaced approximately equal distances apart. Figure 3.PTHR19860:SF2 phylogenetic tree.

In the global analysis, GENECONV detected a gene conversion between *WDR40B* and *WDR40C* in chimpanzees with a length of 74 bp ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The pairwise analysis of GENECONV detected gene conversions between *WDR40B* and *WDR40C* in chimpanzee, human and mouse, with gene conversion lengths of 74, 55 and 30 bp, respectively ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). The Partimatrix analysis shows that the two mouse and rat genes have the highest support scores and very low conflict scores, reflecting gene conversion between the two mouse paralogous genes and the two rat paralogous genes ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). The evidence of gene conversion in the human and chimpanzee genes is not as strong, as suggested by the 'weak' conflict and support scores in Partimatrix.

PTHR11431:SF14
--------------

This family is also referred to as the 'Ferritin Heavy Chain' family and consists of multiple sequences of which *FTHL17* and *FTHL19* are the most well-studied members. These genes are involved in cation transport, homeostasis activities and also function as storage proteins.

In [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, we can see the phylogenetic tree for this family. The *FTHL17* gene is more closely related to *FTHL19* in primates than it is to the mouse *FTHL17* gene. This gives evidence for a gene conversion among biological order. Furthermore, the mouse gene *EG436193* is part of the same subfamily and is hypothesized to be equivalent to FTHL19, giving further evidence of a gene conversion. We can see this equivalency in the synteny graph in the [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp421/DC1). Figure 4.PTHR11431:SF14 phylogenetic tree.

GENECONV found no evidence of gene conversion using both pairwise and global analysis ([Tables 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Partimatrix analysis shows weak evidence of gene conversion between *FTHL17* and *FTHL19* in the mouse ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}).

PTHR11708:SF146
---------------

This subfamily is referred to as the 'RAS-related Protein RAB-40' family and is part of the 'RAS-related GTPase' family.

[Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows the phylogenetic tree for the *RAB40A* and *RAB40AL* genes. Here, we can clearly see evidence for a gene conversion event, as the human *RAB40A* gene and the *RAB40AL* gene have a closer relation to each other than to their orthologs. In fact, it would seem that *RAB40AL* has donated part of its sequence to *RAB40A*, because the human *RAB40A* is located within the *RAB40AL* genes subtree. The detailed synteny graph of the region around these genes shown in the [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp421/DC1) indicates, that this is a highly conserved region where gene order has been well kept including a few other gene families such as the *BEX* and *TCEAL* genes. Figure 5.PTHR11708:SF146 phylogenetic tree.

GENECONV global analysis did not detect any gene conversion ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Pairwise GENECONV analysis detected a gene conversion between *RAB40A* and *RAB40AL* genes in the chimpanzee with the length of 103 bp ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Partimatrix detected no gene conversions.

PTHR12629
---------

Referred to as the 'Diphosphoinositol polyphosphate phosphohydrolase' family, genes belonging to this family create phosphotase and are involved in phospholipid metabolism. *NUDT10* and *NUDT11* are phosphohydrolases that preferentially attack diphosphoinositol polyphosphates ([@B20]) and are strongly expressed in testis and brain ([@B21]). These two genes are highly similar having 6 nt differences in humans ([@B21]). Due to this high similarity and their close proximity, it has been assumed that they are the result of a recent gene duplication . However, as can be seen in [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, we identified orthologs in mouse and rat, leading us to speculate that this duplication occurred before the speciation event between primates and rodents, and that this high similarity is maintained between these genes by gene conversion. Figure 6.PTHR12629 phylogenetic tree.

Additionally, the synteny graph in the [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp421/DC1) indicates that an inversion event has occurred in the mouse and rat X-chromosomes at this location because the gene order in rat is similar to that of the mouse. The highly conserved synteny further supports that *NUDT10* and *NUDT11* arose from a duplication that predates the split of rodents and primates, and the high sequence similarity between the two genes is due to frequent gene conversion.

GENECONV global analysis detected no gene conversions. GENECONV pairwise analysis indicates that there have been gene conversions between *NUDT10* and *NUDT11* in the human, mouse and rat genomes of lengths 228, 495 and 395, respectively ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Partimatrix analysis reveals gene conversions between *NUDT10* and *NUDT11* in both the mouse and rat genomes ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}).

PTHR15503
---------

This family is the 'LDOC1 Related' family and is involved in cell proliferation and differentiation. *LDOC1* has been shown to be highly expressed in both brain and thyroid tissues, while being downregulated in cancer cell lines ([@B22]).

The phylogenetic tree for this family can be seen in [Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}. Notably, the *Cxx1* genes from mouse are considered to be homologous to the *FAM127* genes of the human genome. HomoloGene lists *Cxx1a*/*FAM127C* and *Cxx1c*/*FAM127A* as orthologs. More precise homology appears to be obscured by the high sequence similarity between these genes. This is most likely to gene conversion events. Here, again we can see a clear grouping by biological order. Furthermore, the *Cxx1* set of genes in the mouse genome appear highly conserved as they are grouped closer to the rat genes that were listed as belonging to this family as well. Synteny for this family can be seen in the [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp421/DC1). Figure 7.PTHR15503 phylogenetic tree.

GENECONV global analysis detected no gene conversion ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). However, GENECONV pairwise analysis indicates that there is gene conversion between *Cxx1c* and *Cxx1a*, and between *Cxx1c* and *Cxx1b* in the mouse genome ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Thus, a gene conversion seems to have occurred between *Cxx1c* and the two other genes, and interestingly, the converted regions appear to overlap when we look at more detailed GENECONV output. Partimatrix indicates supporting evidence for gene conversion among *Cxx1c*, *Cxx1a* and *Cxx1b* in mouse, and gene conversion between the two rat genes ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}).

PTHR19818:SF18
--------------

This subfamily is part of the 'Zinc Finger Protein ZIC and GLI' family, as noted in PANTHER. Its molecular function consists of creating the zinc finger transcription factor that can regulate mRNA transcription. Two X-linked gene members of the subfamily, *ZXDA* and *ZXDB*, derive from a very ancient and highly conserved gene duplication event and are subject to X-inactivation ([@B23]).

In the phylogenetic tree in [Figure 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, we can see that again we have a split by biological order. Furthermore, the genes appear to have very high similarity which is indicated by very short branch lengths. This high similarity could account for the similarity between the rat *ZXDA* gene and the mouse *ZXDA* gene. Unfortunately, we could not find a definitive rat *ZXDA* gene. Figure 8.PTHR19818:SF18 phylogenetic tree.

The synteny graph in the [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp421/DC1) shows the locations of *ZXDA* and *ZXDB* in the human and mouse genome. The locations of these genes are similar for all species. Furthermore, these genes are relatively isolated across all species with other genes located further downstream and upstream by relatively large margins.

GENECONV global and pairwise analyses show similar results; both identified gene conversions between *ZXDA* and *ZXDB* genes in the human, chimpanzee and mouse genomes ([Tables 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Interestingly, predicted gene conversion lengths are long, with the human and chimpanzee genome having \>450 bp, and the mouse genome having \>1000 bp (pairwise analysis) and 2000 bp (global detection). The results from Partimatrix are consistent with the results of GENECONV, also suggesting gene conversions in the three species ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}).

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

At its most fundamental level, gene conversion is mutagenic. The mutagenic nature of gene conversion, among the many roles that gene conversion can play, is the most neglected aspect in current research ([@B24]). Because gene conversion involves double-strand breaks and because repair of double-strand breaks can introduce nucleotide mutations ([@B24],[@B25]), frequent gene conversion can increase the amount of DNA variation and lead to rapid rates of evolution. It has been shown that some mutation hot spots in the human genome may actually be the results of biased gene conversions rather than of adaptation ([@B26]). In the short-term, gene conversion can shape the short-range patterns of linkage disequilibrium (LD) in a genome ([@B27]). Disregarding the effect of gene conversion can lead to spurious inferences of a species population history and effective population size ([@B28]). In addition, gene conversion between recently duplicated genes can create novel haplotypes in the population ([@B29]). The process of gene conversion becomes especially important to consider in studies of human populations due to large-scale segmental duplications in the human populations ([@B30],[@B31]).

The best known effect of gene conversion is on sequence evolution of gene families. Ample instances of gene conversion on the X-chromosome have been identified. A case of gene conversion that is relevant to the current study is the region between 100.5 Mb and 102.8 Mb. Within this region there are 20 genes (encompassing three families: *BEX*, *WEX* and *GASP*) that have undergone concerted evolution in humans. While the coding regions within these families are highly diverged, the 5′-UTR regions are highly conserved. A more extensive analysis of the *BEX* family across multiple species confirmed gene conversion in the 5′-UTR regions and suggested evidence of positive selection on these genes ([@B32]). Interestingly,our study reveals additional gene conversion activities in the region surrounding the *BEX* genes. *RAB40AL* is located 124360 bp upstream of *BEX1* and *RAB40A* is located 188733 bp downstream of *BEX2*. *TCEAL6* is located 10742 bp upstream of *BEX5*, *TCEAL5* is 32482 bp upstream of *BEX2* and *TCEAL3* is located 296434 bp downstream of *BEX2*. Therefore, this large syntenic region seems to be ripe with gene conversion. These gene conversions have been ongoing independently in multiple mammalian species. Furthermore, it is interesting to note the similarity of these genes\' functions and expressions in the brain. The BEX gene family is known to be highly expressed in brains, accounting for \>12% of the expressed sequenced tags in the rat brain ([@B33]). The RAB40AL and RAB40A genes create a small GTPase, that regulates many intracellular processes such as cytoskeletal organization and secretion. It is also involved in biological processes, such as receptor-mediated endocytosis and general vesicle transport. Research has shown that defects in the RAB40AL gene can lead to mental retardation ([@B34]), indicating that these genes play an important role in mental development.

Our study demonstrates the effect of gene conversion on deterring the sequence divergence of duplicated genes. However, gene conversion can also promote genetic diversity, as in the case of immunoglobulin genes ([@B35]). The relative contribution that gene conversion makes to sequence diversity and conservation is not known. It is likely that, depending on the functional requirement of the genes, gene conversion can be utilized to achieve both diversity and conservation. Our recent extensive survey of literature on gene conversion ('A Pattern Analysis of Gene Conversion Literature', submitted for publication) indicates that among the 2478 papers, 551 of them focus on the role of gene conversion in boosting genetic diversity of genes and 402 of them on the role of gene conversion to deter divergence in certain gene families. These raw numbers seem to suggest that the two consequences are equally likely manifested in the literature. Whether this reflects the relative contribution of gene conversion to diversity and conservation in nature needs further investigation.

The balance between gene conversion and mutations is an intricate and dynamic process. Constant gene conversion can slow down the divergence of two duplicated genes. However, because frequency of gene conversion is a function of sequence identity, rates of gene conversion will, presumably, decrease as mutation erodes sequence identity and will eventually stop when the sequence identity reaches a certain threshold. It is unclear what threshold value of sequence identity is required for gene conversion. Analysis of pathogenic gene conversion events in humans suggests that at least 92% sequence identity might be required for gene conversion to occur ([@B36]). However, the identities could be the result of current detection methods which fail to identify more ancient gene conversions. To our knowledge, no theoretical studies are available to examine when the process of gene conversion will eventually stop. In our study, it is also possible that mutation rates in these genes happen to be very slow, which enables gene conversion to occur frequently and relatively recently in both primates and rodents. If this is the case, we expect that these X-chromosome orthologous genes in human and mouse should have lower sequence divergences than the autosomal orthologs that belong to the same gene family. We therefore obtained the autosomal genes for the gene families and calculated and compared the sequence identity of autosomal orthologs and X-chromosome orthologs between human and mouse. We found no suggestions of slower rate of evolution in the X-linked genes than autosome-linked genes ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). Table 4.Sequence identities between human and mouse orthologsFamilyX-chromosome orthologsPercent IdentAutosome orthologsPercent IdentPTHR11431:SF14HS_FTHL17-MM_FTHL1759.2HS_FTH1-MM_FTH161.0HS_FTHL19-MM_FTHL1951.6HS_FTMT-MM_Ftmt52.4PTHR12629HS_NUDT11-MM_Nudt1169.2HS_NUDT4-MM_Nudt445.6HS_NUDT10-MM_Nudt1068.1HS_NUDT3-MM_Nudt345.5PTHR15503HS_LDOC1-MM_Ldoc165.4HS_PEG10-MM_Peg1054.1HS_FAM127A-MM_Cxx1c51.6HS_LDOC1L-MM_Ldoc1l48.6HS_FAM127B-MM_Cxx1b61.5HS_FAM127C-MM_Cxx1a40.5PTHR19818:SF18HS_ZXDB-MM_Zxdb68.9HS_ZXDC-MM_Zxdc61.8HS_ZXDA-MM_Zxda32.1PTHR19860:SF2HS_WDR40B-MM_Wdr40b63.7HS_WDR40A-MM_Wdr40a39.1HS_WDR40C-MM_Wdr40c39.7

Confusion and errors can be caused by gene conversion. For example, in our study, there is the case of *NUDT10* and *NUDT11*. From the synteny map and sequence information, it is clear that the annotation of the two human genes is incorrect. Furthermore, Ensembl lists two mouse genes as being *NUDT11* with no *NUDT10* being listed. We determined the identity of the *NUDT10* gene based on the surrounding genes. In the case of *TCEAL3* and *TCEAL6*, the highly conserved synteny map across species suggests that these genes arose before the split of primates and rodents. However, the literature considers them to be the product of a recent gene duplication. Besides the erroneous gene annotation caused by gene conversion, gene conversion can also lead to estimates of rates of gene duplication that are artificially inflated by several orders of magnitude ([@B37]).

Characterizing the process of gene conversion has been challenging. Our recent analysis of literature indicates that most studies of gene conversion mechanisms have been done on yeast ('A Pattern Analysis of Gene Conversion Literature', submitted for publication), due to the convenience of observing the direct product of gene conversion. Identification of gene conversion in sequence evolution is another challenging problem. Our results and methodology clearly demonstrate the difficulty. Using phylogenetic trees alone to identify gene conversion is insufficient, particularly in the case of independent gene conversions in multiple species. In this case, taking the tree literally will lead to the conclusion of independent duplications instead of multiple gene conversions in multiple species. As we know little about the relative frequencies of gene conversion and gene duplication, which likely varies from gene to gene or even species to species, it is hard to draw a definite conclusion on which scenario is more likely. Our study shows that the strongest evidence of gene conversion comes from the combination of phylogeny and synteny maps. For all the seven gene families that we examined, the well-conserved synteny maps shared between the rodents and primates offers strong evidence for the existence of regions and therein genes in the regions before the split of the two groups of species.

The current software packages are also far from sufficient, as illustrated by the results of GENECONV and Partimatrix analyses, both of which can have as high as 100% false negative rates (e.g. GENECONV finds no gene conversions in PTHR11431:SF14). Our previous study shows that GENECONV and Partimatrix are to some extent complementary in terms of sequence divergence, with GENECONV more powerful in predicting highly identical sequences and Partimatrix performing more steadily with respect to sequence divergence. However, combining the two programs\' predictions together using a boosting algorithm still does not raise the accuracy significantly ([@B38]). Taken together, we believe that many incidences of gene conversion have gone undetected due to the technical difficulty in identifying these events. This might be one of the evolutionary issues that have 'blind spots': gene conversion has been a wide-spread and frequent process that affects the divergence of duplicated genes, yet using the existing programs to predict gene conversion in large scale may only give one 'prominent' gene conversion cases, while many of less 'prominent' gene conversion cases might go undetected.

Although largely neglected, the role of gene conversion in the evolutionary conservation of noncoding regions, has begun to emerge from recent studies. It has been shown that the 5′-UTR of the *BEX* gene family achieved high conservation due to gene conversions in the region ([@B39]) and that a functional motif was discovered in the region, suggesting that selection for motif conservation may keep gene conversion ongoing ([@B39]). In another example of this, a study of the RNAase noncoding regions (including 5′-UTR, intron and 3′-UTR) in leaf-eating African and Asian Colobine Monkeys has revealed a high level of homogenization through gene conversion in the regions. Gene conversion seems to be largely restricted to the noncoding regions of the gene, whereas coding regions display much higher divergence than that of noncoding regions. This has been considered to be the result of selection to prevent gene conversion in coding regions in order to keep two functionally distinct pRNase proteins in these species ([@B40]). Clearly, a complete understanding of the functional significance of gene conversion in noncoding regions calls for more studies like this one, which will benefit from the development of algorithms that identify gene conversion specifically in noncoding regions.
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